
Sweetheart 1231 

Chapter 1231: are the rules of the mu family so strict? 

  

“chenxi, where do you work now? have you already started your own studio?” 

“chenxi, you’re dressed so beautifully today. you’re wearing the latest design from yl, aren’t you? it was 

only exhibited at fashion week last week and you’re already wearing it today!” 

“chenxi, we’ve lost contact with you for so long. everyone misses you. come and add me on wechat!” 

a group of classmates surrounded luo chenxi and tried their best to get close to her. 

in the beginning, when tang daier said that luo chenxi had married into one of the top rich families in 

china, everyone was a little skeptical. 

after all, everyone had personally witnessed her “dark history” back then and had seen her at her 

lowest. 

however, when they saw luo chenxi in person, the way she dressed and the aura around her, the crowd 

suddenly came to a realization. they realized that even if luo chenxi’s husband’s family was not as 

exaggerated as tang daier had described, they were definitely from a wealthy family. 

the suit she was wearing was not something that could be bought with money alone. many celebrities 

and rich young ladies were eyeing it. 

on the other hand, not only did luo chenxi manage to buy it, but she also wore it as her daily clothes 

without the slightest care. it was enough to prove her current status. 

the students were shocked, and one by one, they worked even harder to flatter him. 

if one wanted to make a name for themselves in the fashion industry, one of the most important basic 

skills was to have a good relationship with celebrities from all walks of life. 

it was a rare resource to have a rich young lady among his classmates! 
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luo chenxi could not stand them anymore. 

in the past, when she was in school, she had been troubled by her bad relationship with her classmates. 

but now, she really didn’t need so many people’s attention. 

in the end, luo chenxi had no choice but to relent. she joined the group chat of her classmates from 

country Y’s royal academy of fine arts to seal their mouths. 

this dinner took a long time. 

it didn’t end until 9 pm. 



luo chenxi took a look at her watch and was about to return to the hotel when she was stopped by tang 

daiqi. 

“what’s wrong? chenxi, you’re going back so early?” 

luo chenxi nodded. ” it’s getting late. i’m a little tired … ” 

“how early? it was only nine o ‘clock! the nightlife in paris had just begun. we’re going to the bar street 

for a drink, aren’t you coming with us?” 

“i’m not going. i’d better go home early. my husband doesn’t like me going home too late.” luo chenxi 

rejected him subconsciously. 

if mu yichen were to find out that she had sneaked out to attend the class reunion, he would definitely 

act like a tsundere again. 

if she were to play in the bar until midnight … 

luo chenxi felt a slight chill on her back. 

tang daiyuan’s face was filled with regret as she said,”are the mu family’s rules so strict? since that’s the 

case, i won’t force you …” 

however, before she could finish her sentence, a piercing female voice came from behind them. 

“dai yuan, what happened? everyone’s already at the entrance, but you two haven’t appeared. what’s 

going on?” 

luo chenxi frowned ever so slightly when she heard he tina’s voice. 

she had seen he tina sitting in the corner earlier. 

however, the atmosphere of the gathering was very good today. he tina had not spoken at all, so luo 

chenxi did not say much either. she just treated her as if she did not exist. 

he did not expect her to appear again at this time. 

luo chenxi did not even take a glance at he tina. she nodded at tang daiqi. 

“i’ll go back first, next time we’ll …” 

“wait, luo chenxi, where do you want to go?” he tina took a step forward and blocked her way. ” so 

many of our classmates are going to the bar, and you’re the only one not going? ” 

Chapter 1232: when did he tina become so kind? 

  

luo chenxi swept her a cold glance. ” it’s none of your business whether i’m going or not. get out of my 

way, you’re blocking my way!” 

he tina’s face was slightly distorted, but she immediately remembered her purpose for today and forced 

herself to hold back her anger. 



she had been preparing for a few days in order to exact her revenge on luo chenxi today. 

he must not arouse luo chenxi’s disgust at this moment and fail at the last step. 

she took a deep breath. when she raised her head again, there was no longer anger on her face. instead, 

she had a flattering smile on her face. 

“chenxi, are you … are you still angry about what happened at the tang family that day? then i’ll 

apologize to you, okay?” 

upon hearing his words, luo chenxi did not feel happy at all. on the contrary, she was frowning even 

more. 

when did he tina become so kind? 

there must be something wrong with this abnormal situation! 

what was she up to this time? 

luo chenxi pursed her lips coldly. ” there’s no need for an apology. there’s no need for me to fuss over 

such a trivial matter with you. ” let’s just pretend we don’t know each other and have never seen each 

other. please make way!” 

after she finished speaking, she wanted to step out of the room. 
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however, he tina blocked the door and didn’t let her leave. 

luo chenxi lost her patience. she was about to push him away. 

at this moment, the students who had already arrived at the entrance of the hotel and were waiting for 

their bus came back to look for the three of them after waiting for a long time. 

the group of people looked at them curiously. 

“what’s going on? why haven’t you guys come out after so long?” 

“the taxi we called has arrived. hurry up, don’t let the driver wait too long!” 

when he tina saw so many people coming over, a hint of joy flashed through her eyes. she immediately 

seized the opportunity and said,”it’s not that we’re too slow, it’s … it’s that chenxi doesn’t want to go to 

the bar. she has to go back!” 

“ah? why?” 

“chenxi, the bars in paris are very famous! it’s rare for you to come here, it would be a pity if you don’t 

go!” 

“that’s right, that’s right, everyone still wants to have a good chat with you! you can go!” 

“i’ll treat you to a drink!” 

her classmates spoke up one after another in an attempt to persuade luo chenxi to stay. 



most of them were willing to continue their business at the bar because they wanted to seize the 

opportunity to continue communicating with luo chenxi. they wanted to leave a deep impression on her 

so that they could work with her in the future. 

everything else aside, as long as luo chenxi was willing to wear the clothes designed by them and was 

photographed by the chinese media, it would be the best advertisement! 

it was hard not to be famous! 

now that they heard he tina say that she was leaving, everyone was anxious. 

luo chenxi was at a loss for words for a moment. it was difficult for her to reject everyone’s enthusiasm. 

however, mu yichen … 

she was just thinking about what to say to decline the invitation of her classmates, but before she could 

say anything, she suddenly turned her eyes and saw he tina, who was standing at the front of the crowd, 

with a gloomy smile on her face. 

and when their eyes met, he tina was suddenly shocked. she immediately stopped sneering and put on a 

sincere expression. 

“chenxi, i’m really sorry! i feel deeply ashamed and apologetic for my words and actions a few days ago. 

i’m really sorry! it’s fine if you don’t forgive me, but you can’t disappoint so many of our classmates 

because of me. ” 

her classmates did not know what had happened between her and he tina. 

they were all stunned when they saw this. 

when he tina saw that luo chenxi was still expressionless, she gritted her teeth and made up her mind. 

she knelt on the ground immediately. 

” chenxi, i don’t know how to compensate for the loss. why don’t i kneel down to you … ” 

Chapter 1233: she found this scene familiar 

  

“hey, hey, hey, tina, what are you doing?” 

“get up, quickly get up!” 

” how big is the conflict between classmates that they have to kneel! ” 

her classmates were all shocked by he tina’s behavior and quickly helped her up. 

he tina’s words were very beautiful, but in the end, she only knelt down. her knees bent slightly, and she 

was supported by someone,”conveniently” standing up. 

however, she had to admit that her performance was very effective. 

the students who didn’t know what was going on subconsciously stood on the side of the “weak.” 



in the eyes of most ordinary people, luo chenxi was a young mistress from a wealthy family while he tina 

was just a small assistant with an ordinary family background. it could not be that he tina was the one 

who started the quarrel between the two of them, right? 

moreover, he tina had put herself in such a humble position. not only did she apologize, but she also 

kneeled down … luo chenxi could only be the one bullying her! 

even though everyone was afraid of offending others and dared not criticize luo chenxi aloud, their 

gazes had already revealed everything. 

luo chenxi sneered. 

he tina’s acting was quite good … 
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however, he did not know what kind of conspiracy was behind this. 

she pondered for a moment and suddenly smiled. ” tina, look at you. it’s not a big deal and you have to 

kneel down to me! although you slandered me in front of my face last time and even angered my 

husband, we’re all classmates, so i won’t hold it against you.” 

when the students heard this, they were all stunned. 

judging by her words, it seemed like he tina was the one who provoked luo chenxi first. and in front of 

her rich husband? 

if this was true, wouldn’t he tina be too stupid? 

did he not have a brain? 

sensing everyone’s gaze, he tina’s body suddenly froze. 

it was only then that luo chenxi said,’i’m afraid that my husband will be worried, so i want to go home 

earlier. since everyone has invited me, i’ll have a drink with you. but i’ll be leaving in half an hour at 

most.” 

she wanted to see what he tina was up to. 

” alright, alright, alright. we’re very happy that you’re willing to come! ” 

the crowd was overjoyed. they immediately tossed he tina to the back of their minds and escorted luo 

chenxi out. 

he tina gritted her teeth and followed. 

when they arrived at the bar, luo chenxi was still the focus of her classmates ‘attention. 

moreover, her beauty and temperament had attracted the attention of all the men in the bar. 

at first, the students gathered together to chat, but soon, some people left to dance on the dance floor 

or strike up a conversation with the other people in the bar. 

the number of people surrounding luo chenxi was reduced by a lot all of a sudden. 



luo chenxi had just heaved a sigh of relief when she heard he tina’s voice coming from behind her, ” 

chenxi … ” 

luo chenxi turned around subconsciously and saw he tina walking toward her with two glasses of red 

wine in her hands. 

“chenxi, i … i’d like to propose a toast to you. my apology just now came from the bottom of my heart. i 

really know that i was wrong. i hope you can forgive me.” 

as she spoke, she raised the glass in her hand, raised her head, and downed the red wine in the glass. 

then, he looked at luo chenxi with a sincere expression. 

the other party had already taken the initiative to toast and apologize, and his attitude was low enough. 

logically, if luo chenxi accepted the other party’s apology and took a sip from the wine glass, both 

parties would be able to put down their pride. 

all at once, everyone’s gaze was fixed on luo chenxi. 

luo chenxi looked at the wine glass in front of her. she was suddenly in a daze. 

she felt that this scene was somewhat familiar. 

Chapter 1234: the night from four years ago reappears 

  

a thought flashed through her mind and she suddenly recalled. 

four years ago, during her first year of university break. 

it was also in paris, in a bar, on a lively and exciting night. 

that day, he tina also made an excuse to apologize to her and treated her to a glass of wine … 

at the thought of this, luo chenxi’s heartbeat suddenly accelerated. a terrifying thought emerged in her 

mind. 

her hands subconsciously clenched into fists, and her palms were full of cold and sticky sweat. 

that night four years ago, the memory that she had once forced herself to forget seemed to overlap with 

the scene in front of her in an instant … 

“luo chenxi, you … why are you looking at me like that? i’m sincerely apologizing to you. can’t you … 

can’t you forgive me on account that we’re all classmates?” he tina said anxiously. 

however, luo chenxi did not pay attention to what he tina said. 

what echoed in her ears was he tina’s voice from that night four years ago, ” “luo chenxi, i ruined the 

clothes you prepared for the end-of-term show. i really didn’t do it on purpose. i apologize to you! can 

we get back together after drinking this glass of wine? i definitely won’t do it again!” 



that day, why didn’t she realize that the wine he tina had given her was not made in front of her by the 

bartender? 

…… 
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“chenxi, chenxi, what’s wrong? you don’t look too good, are you drunk?” 

tang daiqi walked over and reached out her hand to support her. 

luo chenxi suddenly came back to her senses. she shook her head at tang daiqi. ” i’m fine. ” 

“but you’re sweating a lot … are you really okay? i remember that you can hold your liquor very well. 

why are you not feeling well today?” tang daier asked with concern. 

luo chenxi suppressed the shock in her heart with great effort. she tried her best to maintain a smile. ” 

i’m fine. i just didn’t sleep well last night. ” 

as she spoke, she turned to he tina again, and under her expectant gaze, she raised her glass. 

she held the wine glass and raised it in front of her. 

however, he did not drink it. 

seeing the look of disappointment in he tina’s eyes, she slowly said, ” “this cup of wine …” 

“what’s wrong with this cup of wine?” he tina immediately became nervous. 

four years ago, when she passed the wine to luo chenxi, she raised it up and drank it without a second 

thought. why was she not drinking it now? 

‘is it because luo chenxi’s temper has grown after she married into a wealthy family and she’s unwilling 

to forgive those who have offended her so easily?’ 

or … did she find something wrong with the wine? 

however, this shouldn’t be the case. the drug she had put in the wine was completely colorless and 

tasteless, and it was very expensive on the black market. the other party had guaranteed her that no 

matter how experienced she was, she couldn’t tell. 

“this wine seems to be burgundian dry red. it’s not cheap. you’ve really spent a lot.” 

he tina heaved a sigh of relief. ” of course, i’m here to apologize sincerely. how could i give you bad wine 

to brush you off? however, in mrs. mu’s eyes, my wine is definitely not presentable, right? but i’ve 

already shown my sincerity.” 

luo chenxi nodded. she raised her glass and was about to put it to her lips when she suddenly widened 

her eyes and pointed at the bar’s entrance. 

“eh? isn’t that the supermodel who just appeared on the victoria’s secret show this year? she actually 

came to this bar!” 

upon hearing this, the students were in an uproar. 



“what? SJ is here too? where is it? where is it?” 

” i heard that this bar often has supermodels coming in and out. are we so lucky that we actually ran 

into one in person? ” 

he tina also subconsciously turned her head. 

however, when they saw who it was that came from the door, everyone looked disappointed. 

“it’s not SJ … it’s just a woman whose back looks a little like her!” 

” sigh, i knew it. how can there be such a coincidence? i just come here once in a while and i can meet a 

famous person. ” 

“i’m sorry, my eyes are playing tricks on me …” luo chenxi said with an apologetic expression. 

it was only when he tina heard her voice that she remembered the reason for her visit. she turned 

around to take a look and realized that luo chenxi’s glass was empty. 

“you …” 

“this wine tastes good. let the past be in the past.” luo chenxi raised her empty glass at her. 

he tina kept feeling that something was off. 

however, on second thought, her plan would be half-successful if luo chenxi were to drink. 

this time, she was determined to return luo chenxi to her original form so that she would never be able 

to turn the tables! 

Chapter 1235: falling into the same trap again 

  

unexpectedly, luo chenxi was observing her secretly while she was cursing luo chenxi in secret. 

before today, she had also wondered if her encounter that night four years ago had something to do 

with her classmates. 

however, he did not have any evidence. 

moreover, she had just come of age back then and had been growing up in an ivory tower. 

although there were occasional disputes between students and there were also situations where they 

would cause trouble for each other, most of them were limited to within the school. 

she had never thought that someone would be so vicious and destroy a girl’s life out of jealousy … 

luo chenxi was certain that there was something wrong with he tina. therefore, she made a decision 

within a second and pretended to drink the glass of red wine that had been spiked. 

she sat in her original position for a while, and when she saw he tina’s face become more and more 

anxious, a dark light flashed in her eyes. 

then, he pushed the wine glass aside and stood up. 



“alright, it’s getting late, i’m going back …” he said. 

luo chenxi waved goodbye to her classmates. 

he turned around and walked toward the entrance of the bar. 
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he tina immediately became anxious. 

what the hell? 

she had clearly added that drug into luo chenxi’s wine glass. why was she preparing to leave as if 

nothing had happened? 

he tina stood up anxiously and followed closely behind luo chenxi. ” chenxi, i … i still have something to 

say to you. i’ll send you out! ” 

luo chenxi swept her a glance. ” alright. ” 

the two of them had just walked out of the bar when luo chenxi’s body swayed ever so slightly. 

he tina’s heart was filled with joy, and she hurriedly reached out to support her. at the same time, her 

face revealed an anxious expression. 

“chenxi, chenxi, what’s wrong?” 

luo chenxi supported her head with her hand and squinted her eyes ever so slightly. her voice sounded 

rather weak as she said, ” i … why do i feel a little dizzy? maybe i drank too much, i haven’t had a drink in 

a long time …” 

before she could finish her sentence, her body swayed again. 

this time, she wasn’t able to fully support her body and fell directly in he tina’s direction. 

he tina simply couldn’t hide the smile at the corner of her mouth! 

he didn’t expect the plan to go so smoothly! 

luo chenxi had fallen into the same trap so easily once again. she had prepared a few backup plans 

initially, but none of them were put to use. 

“what’s going on, tina? how did you become two?” luo chenxi’s face was ghastly pale while her body 

was swaying continuously. 

half supporting and half hugging, he tina held her and said in a low voice,”chenxi, you must be drunk. i’ll 

help you find a place to sit for a while. take a rest first. your face is so scary, i’m a little worried …” 

she paused for a moment after she was done speaking. however, she did not receive any reply from luo 

chenxi. 

he tina lowered her head to take a closer look and noticed that luo chenxi had already closed her eyes. 

she seemed to have passed out. 



he tina finally couldn’t help but sneer. 

“luo chenxi, luo chenxi! aren’t you very proud of yourself? don’t you think that you’ve become a high-

class person after marrying into a rich family? bah! she was just a pair of broken shoes! young master 

mu actually married a woman like you. he must not know your dark history, right? if he sees you in bed 

with another man, will he still want you?” 

a burst of rage arose in luo chenxi’s heart upon hearing his words. she almost could not keep up her act 

anymore. 

he tina’s plan was indeed to find a man to ruin her! 

Chapter 1236: it’s related to that night four years ago 

  

this was very similar to what she had experienced four years ago. 

this was enough to show that he tina was definitely related to that night four years ago. 

at this exact moment, luo chenxi felt he tina forcefully dragging her forward. 

she quickly closed her eyes again and pretended to be weak as she continued to act. 

she had already contacted the bodyguard assigned to her by mu yichen earlier and told him not to show 

himself no matter what happened. she would only call the police when he received the signal that she 

had sent. 

this time, she was definitely going to catch he tina red-handed. not only would she make he tina accept 

legal sanctions, but she would also find out what exactly happened behind the scenes. 

he tina was completely unaware of luo chenxi’s thoughts. she thought that luo chenxi had already taken 

the bait. 

she dragged luo chenxi into a small truck that had been parked by the side of the road since earlier. 

the truck pulled the two of them to a couple’s hotel in a secret location. 

due to the fact that luo chenxi was ten centimeters taller than he tina, he tina had a tough journey. she 

could not wait to throw luo chenxi onto the bed when they arrived at the hotel room. 

after a few minutes, there was a knock on the door. 

he tina went to open the door, and two tall foreign men stood at the door. 
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judging from their grotesque dressing and temperament, they were obviously punks who grew up in the 

slums. 

“miss he, where’s the beauty you were talking about? where is he?” 



he tina pointed at the big bed. ” do you see that? it’s there! i didn’t lie to you when i said she was a great 

beauty, right? you’re really lucky! i’ve already given her medicine. as long as she touches a man, she’ll 

stick to you. you can do whatever you want!” 

the two of them looked at luo chenxi on the bed. they were almost drooling. 

when had they ever seen a beauty of luo chenxi’s rank with their status? 

not only was her figure and appearance almost perfect, but she also had a delicate and elegant 

temperament. at first glance, one could tell that she was a fair, rich, and beautiful woman from a good 

family background. 

the two of them suddenly felt their bodies heat up, and they rubbed their fists and wiped their palms as 

they walked forward, simply unable to wait to show off their skills on her. 

it was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to enjoy such a beautiful woman! 

seeing this, he tina’s face turned slightly green. 

was luo chenxi that beautiful? she actually grabbed a random man and he couldn’t even move when he 

saw her! 

he tina sneered,”the two of you, don’t just focus on enjoying yourself. remember what i told you!” when 

the time comes, make a few more poses and take a few more photos of her. you must take a proper 

photo of her face. you must take a clear picture of her expression of enjoyment, understand? also, you 

have to leave before dawn. you have to do it well! or else …” 

“okay, okay, miss he, we know. you don’t have to keep repeating it.” 

“that’s right, we’re all veterans. it’s just a few photos, right? i guarantee you’ll be satisfied!” 

the two of them were in a hurry to pounce on the little beauty on the bed and were impatient to listen 

to he tina’s instructions. 

he tina was displeased, but she didn’t want to ruin the plan. she suppressed the anger in her heart, 

turned around, and walked toward the door. 

before she could leave the room, the two men walked toward luo chenxi with their thick-skinned faces. 

“little beauty, big brother is here to dote on you …” 

“big brother will make you go to heaven …” 

luo chenxi’s brows were slightly furrowed while her right hand was already clenched into a fist. 

he was just waiting for the other party to come closer and teach these two scumbags a lesson on the 

spot. 

but who knew that at this moment … 

luo chenxi’s phone suddenly rang! 

Chapter 1237: luo chenxi’s cell phone rang 



  

the crisp sound of the bell rang in the room, sounding rather abrupt. 

everyone present was stunned and stopped what they were doing. 

luo chenxi, who was lying on the bed and pretending to be unconscious, felt her heart skip a beat. her 

entire body turned stiff as she cried out ‘oh no’ in her heart! 

this ringtone was exclusive to young master mu. 

she had sneaked out today in the first place. mu yichen must have found out that she was not home so 

late at night. 

if he called at this time, he was 100% here to condemn her. 

if mu yichen knew that she had gone to a bar to drink behind his back, pretended to be drunk, and was 

taken to a hotel to get a room … 

luo chenxi could almost see her bleak future. 

should she continue to pretend to be unconscious or get up to answer the phone? 

if he answered the call and told the truth, he would definitely die. 

however, if he deliberately didn’t pick it up, wouldn’t he be guilty of another crime if he was exposed? 

just as luo chenxi was feeling conflicted, he tina had already reacted to the situation. 
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“it’s so late, who would call?” 

she quickly walked over and picked up luo chenxi’s bag that was left by the bed. she unzipped it and 

took out her phone. 

the word ‘husband’ was clearly flashing on it. 

the two hooligans didn’t understand chinese and asked in confusion, ” “miss he, who’s calling? what do 

we do now?” 

“shut up! don’t make a sound!” 

he tina’s eyes revealed a fierce light as she turned around and glared at them. 

the two of them quickly sealed their mouths. 

he tina’s eyes flashed, and she pressed the answer button. 

mu yichen’s angry voice was immediately heard from the phone,”stupid woman, what the hell are you 

doing? i clearly told you to wait for me in the hotel, but you actually ran out? and it’s already so late, and 

he still doesn’t know to come back! i think you’ve forgotten all the rules of the mu family, haven’t you? 

is the punishment i gave you not enough?” 

hearing this, he tina was pleasantly surprised. 



when she heard mu yichen’s unpleasant tone, she immediately realized that luo chenxi was not as 

pampered as she appeared to be! 

according to young master mu, he usually locked luo chenxi up in the hotel. he was not even allowed to 

go out at will. 

moreover, there were so many rules in the mu family that one would be punished if they broke them! 

what punishment? he might even be punished to kneel, or even be slapped, and not allowed to eat! 

luo chenxi pretended to be so proud of herself, but after all this time, she was just a noble in front of 

others and suffered behind their backs! 

this was even better. 

young master mu had been raising luo chenxi as if she was a pet. if he were to find out that this pet was 

with another man and was no longer a clean person, he would certainly abandon her immediately. he 

might even give her an unforgettable lesson! 

‘luo chenxi, oh, luo chenxi, you’re really dead this time!’ 

thinking of this, he tina quickly pinched her throat and said in a low voice, ” ” hello, are you luo chenxi’s 

husband? ” 

mu yichen paused for a moment on the other end of the phone before he spoke in an unpleasant 

tone,”who are you?” 

“i’m luo chenxi’s classmate. she’s attending our class reunion today. by the way, what did you just say? 

luo chenxi hasn’t arrived home yet?” 

“how … how is this possible?” she asked, feigning surprise. she had left more than half an hour ago! 

besides, i saw a man drive to pick her up with my own eyes. the two even kissed before they got into the 

car! could it be that … that wasn’t you?” 

Chapter 1238: chapter 1242-young master mu is here! 

  

at this point, he tina’s voice suddenly paused, and she gasped, looking very vexed. 

“uh, i’m … i’m sorry. i … i didn’t see it clearly. luo chenxi has already left and she forgot to take her 

phone. i’ve left it in the bar for her … ahem, i’ll hang up first!” 

after she finished speaking, she did not wait for any response from mu yichen’s side and hung up the 

phone immediately. 

then, a proud smile appeared on his face. 

this was simply … perfect! 

the phone call further confirmed the fact that luo chenxi had an affair. 



at this moment, young master mu, who had received the news, must have been so angry that his head 

was smoking. 

his anger would build up for the entire night. when he saw luo chenxi dressed in rags on the hotel bed 

the next morning and received those scandalous photos of her … 

hehe, luo chenxi was definitely dumped. 

if he dared to make a cuckold out of a young master of such status, he might not even be able to keep 

his life! 

he tina put away luo chenxi’s phone and said to the two punks, ” “alright, i’ll leave this phone at the bar. 

the two of you should hurry up and leave as soon as possible after you’re done. just in case this 

woman’s husband finds out, you’ll be in trouble if you’re not done yet!” 

“i know!” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

the two of them nodded in agreement. 

he tina proudly smiled and turned to leave. 

the two men were grinning hideously as they strode toward luo chenxi. 

luo chenxi heard the sound of footsteps and knew that he tina was about to walk away. she quickly 

propped herself up on the mattress to get up. 

i’m finished, i’m finished! 

he tina, this big mouth, had actually spread the rumors to mu yichen! 

she was not worried that mu yichen would misunderstand that she was having an affair. they had come 

this far, so she still trusted him. 

however, the problem was that mu yichen’s desire to protect her was too strong. if he knew that she 

was putting herself in danger, he would probably have her on the bed for seven days and seven nights 

or something … 

‘sob, sob, sob!’ just thinking about it scared the sh * t out of skr! 

luo chenxi shuddered. her first reaction was to stand up immediately. she planned to cripple the two 

hooligans as soon as possible and leave he tina behind. she would then contact the bodyguards and call 

the police … it was a one-stop service. 

she would strive to settle everything before mu yichen arrived after hearing the news! 

this way, she would be able to defend herself with more confidence. 

the little beauty, who had been lying on the bed at the mercy of others, suddenly sat up. the two 

hooligans were stunned and their eyes widened in surprise. 

what was going on? 



this was different from the script that they had agreed on. 

didn’t he tina just say that she had already taken the medicine and lost consciousness? 

why did he suddenly wake up? 

however, the two of them did not take it to heart. in their opinion, it was better for the little beauty to 

be awake. after all, how could sleeping with a woman who had no reaction be better than being awake? 

“hehe, little beauty, don’t be afraid. big brother is here to dote on you …” 

the hooligan suddenly stopped mid-sentence. 

he watched as luo chenxi stood up straight away. not only was there no sign of panic on her face, but 

she was even sneering. 

the next second, she suddenly raised her long, white leg and kicked them. 

this was a standard killer kick. 

before the two of them could react to the situation, luo chenxi’s right leg, which was wearing high heels, 

had already kicked one of their heads. 

if this kick was accurate, it would definitely knock someone out on the spot. 

the two of them were completely dumbfounded. 

however, at that moment … 

“ah, young … young master mu!” 

he tina’s scream suddenly came from the corridor. 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. 

then, the door of the suite was kicked open with a loud bang. 

in a split second, luo chenxi retracted her leg abruptly and fell back onto the bed once again. she lay face 

down and remained still. 

Chapter 1239: savage, too savage! 

  

she did not expect mu yichen to arrive so quickly! 

he wasn’t on guard at all! 

could it be that he had already arrived at the hotel when he called just now, and he was just deliberately 

calling her to condemn her? 

it was only then that luo chenxi came to a realization, but it was already too late. 

fortunately, she reacted quickly enough. as soon as she heard the sound of mu yichen breaking into the 

room, she chose to feign unconsciousness. she turned her head around and fell back onto the bed. 



when mu yichen saw how pitiful she was after fainting, he reckoned that he would not have the heart to 

punish her … right? 

at the thought of this, luo chenxi suddenly felt that she was very smart! 

as for the two hooligans by the bed, they were completely dumbfounded. their eyes were wide open as 

they looked at the little beauty lying on the bed in disbelief. 

for a moment, they all felt that their brains were not normal and they were hallucinating. 

just now, the little beauty had suddenly jumped up and attacked them murderously. her movements 

were fast, ruthless, and accurate, leaving them with no strength to fight back at all. they had thought 

that they had kicked an iron plate this time and were definitely going to die. 

but now, wasn’t she still lying on the bed? 

then just now … was he seeing things? 
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before the two of them could come back to their senses, the group of people at the door had already 

rushed in. 

when mu yichen saw the petite woman lying motionless on the bed, a cold, murderous intent flashed 

past his pitch-black eyes in an instant. 

two cold words burst out from the gaps between his teeth.”… you’re looking for death!” 

he was extremely furious. he shook off the bodyguards and rushed up to the two hooligans, swinging his 

fists at them. 

the hooligan was still in a daze when he was hit by his fist. 

he immediately let out a blood-curdling scream and fell backward on the spot. 

the sound of the two men falling to the ground was mixed with the crisp sound of bones cracking, which 

sounded miserable. 

brother liang and the rest only reacted to the situation when they saw mu yichen making a move. they 

hastily stepped forward. ” eldest young master, you’re priceless. let us teach these two scumbags a 

lesson. ” quickly go and see how young lady is doing.” 

mu yichen’s anger had yet to subside even after he had punched the two of them a few times. he was so 

angry that he almost lost his mind when he thought about how the two of them had taken off their 

shirts and stood by the bed with the intention of hurting the little woman whom he held in his palm. 

however, brother liang’s words reminded him. 

luo chenxi … she was still unconscious on the bed! 

mu yichen’s heart clenched at once. he immediately rushed to the side of the bed. he stretched out his 

hand to press on luo chenxi’s shoulder and shook her gently. 



“stupid woman, stupid woman, you … how are you? quickly wake up! don’t scare me …” 

the man’s hot and powerful palm pressed on her slender shoulder. 

a familiar masculine scent assailed her nostrils. 

luo chenxi could not help shuddering for a moment. she felt uneasy in her heart. 

‘oh my god, i can tell how angry mu yichen is just by hearing the sound of the two punks being beaten 

up earlier!’ the hooligan had been punched twice by him, and it sounded like he had at least five or six 

broken bones … 

savage, too savage! 

how could she dare to suddenly ‘wake up’ at this time? 

luo chenxi chose to continue feigning unconsciousness decisively. 

if you want to act, you have to do the whole thing! 

mu yichen shook luo chenxi a few times, but the rage in his heart grew stronger when he saw that she 

did not move at all. 

he turned to brother liang and the others and ordered,”beat them to death!” it doesn’t matter even if 

you die!” 

when brother liang and the others heard this, they beat him up even more fiercely. 

they were also angry. 

young lady was gentle, beautiful, and approachable. she was a goddess that everyone respected. these 

b * stards actually dared to do such a thing to young lady! 

Chapter 1240: do you think that our mu family is soft-hearted and can’t cure you? 

  

he was simply looking for death! 

even without mu yichen’s orders, they were still fighting with all their might. 

now that the young master had said this, there was no need to hold back when they attacked. 

the two little punks were beaten half to death by mu yichen as soon as they came forward. they were 

also treated ruthlessly by a few bodyguards. they could not take it at all. they screamed in agony and 

begged for mercy continuously. 

“spare us, sir, please spare us!” 

“sir, we really didn’t touch a single hair on your wife. really, we didn’t even do anything and you arrived 

…” 

“on the account that we didn’t do anything, please spare us!” 

the two of them were already extremely remorseful! 



if they had known that the husband of the little beauty on the bed was such a powerful man, they would 

not have been so greedy for money and beauty and followed he tina here … 

but now, not only did he not even touch the little beauty’s finger, he might even lose his life! 

mu yichen swept his gaze toward them coldly. the coldness in his eyes showed no signs of melting. 

“hehe, so what if i didn’t meet her? as long as you have the intention to harm my wife, you are seeking 

death! alright, don’t fight here, drag him out and feed him to the dogs!” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

when the hooligan heard this, he knew that things were not good. 

judging by mu yichen’s tone, he was truly capable of doing such a thing! 

in order to save his life, he couldn’t care about anything else. he shouted, ” sir, i … i know i was wrong. 

don’t kill me, don’t kill me! i didn’t even know that the woman on the bed was your wife! we were also 

tricked here. it was … it was all he tina who tricked us here! we’re innocent!” 

“yes, yes, yes, we don’t know anything! it was he tina who lied to us and said your wife was a slut …” 

the other hooligan also reacted and quickly chimed in. 

at this moment, their only chance of survival was to push all the blame onto he tina! 

mu yichen squinted his eyes upon hearing that. 

“go and bring that woman in!” he ordered. 

these two hooligans did deserve to die, but there was a saying that was right. the woman at the door 

should be the mastermind. 

she was probably the one who was talking to luo chenxi on her phone earlier. 

half a minute later, he tina was brought in by two bodyguards. 

as soon as she entered the room, the first thing she saw was the two hooligans on the carpet in the 

middle. 

at this time, the two of them were already beaten black and blue, and could not recognize their original 

faces. because of the multiple fractures in their bodies, they could not even stand up, and could only 

groan in pain on the ground. 

he tina shuddered, but before she could react, she heard mu yichen’s cold voice. 

“i still remember you. aren’t you the woman who insulted my wife at the tang family’s banquet? i didn’t 

want to argue with you that day because of old master tang, but you misunderstood me. you think that 

the mu family is soft-hearted and can’t deal with you, right? you actually dared to lay your hands on my 

wife!” 

a chill rose in he tina’s heart when she heard mu yichen’s voice. 

when she saw his dark and handsome face, she was so scared that her legs went weak. 



if not for the bodyguards holding her up, she would have knelt down on the spot. 

mu yichen shouted sternly,”speak clearly. what kind of drug did you drug my wife?” why is she still 

unconscious?” 

he tina suddenly gritted her teeth and said,”young master mu, you … you’ve really misunderstood me. i 

didn’t drug that little … your wife.” 

 


